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Lord of the flies final test

Name: ________________________ Period: ____________________ This test consists of 15 multiple choice questions and 5 short answer questions. Multiple Choice Questions 1. Simon alludes to what the English queen in chapter 7: Shadows and Tall Trees? (a) Queen Elizabeth. (b) Queen Victoria. (c) Rigby's Leonion. (d) Berengaria de Navarra. 2. What does Simon whisper to Ralph as Ralph feels wrapped in looking at the sea in Chapter 7: Shadows and Tall Trees? You'll go
back to where you came from. (b) I'm sure your father's out there somewhere. (c) Don't worry. Jack won't kill you. (d) I have seen the Lord of the Flies. 3. Piggy says that by lighting the fire in chapter 10: The shell and glasses, if we could do a what? (a) Raft. (b) Saw. (c) Fan. (d) Radio. 4. In the recreation of the pig's murder in chapter 8: Gift for Darkness, who portrays the killer? (a) Roger. (b) Robert. (c) Jack. (d) Maurice. 5. In the recreation of the slaughter of pigs in chapter 8: Gift for
Darkness, who portrays the sow? (a) Roger. (b) Maurice. (c) Robert. (d) Jack. 6. Piggy suggests to the boys to rebuild the fire where, in chapter 8: Gift for Darkness? (a) On the beach. b On the Castle Rock. (c) In the forest. (d) On the mountain. 7. Who portrays the pig in ritual dance after the feast in chapter 9: A View to Death? (a) Simon. (b) Piggy. (c) Ralph. (d) Roger. 8. What boy interrupts Jack when he talks about the beast in disguise to say, But we didn't, didn't --? chapter 10: The
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Shell and the Glasses? (a) Maurice. (b) Stanley. (c) Wilfred. (d) Roger. 9. Who says at the suggestion of going to Castle Rock to talk to Jack about Piggy glasses, We must take spears, in chapter 11: Castle Rock? (a) Simon. (b) Sam. c) Percival. (d) Piggy. 10. After the ritual of Chapter 9: A View to Death, the narrator says: Along the edge of the coast of the shallow waters, the clarity that was advancing was filled with strange moonbeam creatures with what? (a) Burning eyes. (b)
Mystical eyes. (c) Hopeful eyes. (d) Eyes like opals. 11. What does Ralph find in the forest to use as a weapon in Chapter 12: Cry of The Hunters? (a) A parachute. (b) A dagger. (c) A stick that is pointed at two ends. (d) A metal trap for bears. 12. What word in Chapter 7: Shadows and tall trees means rich abundance or exuberant? (a) Luxury. (b) Belligerence. (c) Difficulty. (d) Vicissitude. 13. In chapter 10: The shell and glasses, Ralph states that what happened during the ritual was
murder. What does Piggy say desperately it was instead? (a) An accident. (b) A sign of power. (c) Self-protection. (d) A religious act. 14. What does Simon the Beast discover to really be in 9: A view of death? (a) A part of an aircraft engine. (b) A buffalo of dead water. (c) A dead pilot attached to a parachute. (d) The head of a cut pork impaled on a stick. 15. Who cuts their knees quite a bit when the boys move along the rocks of the coast in chapter 7: Shadows and tall trees? (a) Jack.
(b) Roger. (c) Ralph. (d) Robert. Short Answer Questions 1. Who asks Jack while gutting the pig, how can we make a fire? chapter 8: Gift for Darkness? 2. The Coral Island: A Tale of the Pacific Ocean was written by what Scottish author? 3. What word used Chapter 9: Does A View to Death mean crazy or crazy? 4. What suggestion does Simon make when he takes the shell at the Chapter 8: Gift for Darkness meeting? 5. Jack states at the meeting at the beginning of Chapter 8: Gift for
Darkness that Ralph says things like to whom? (see answer keys) This section contains 599 words (approx. 2 pages to 300 words per page) Name:
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________Climax
C. External conflict D. First-person point of view E. Internal conflict F. Plot G. Protagonist H. Configuration I. Symbolism J. Third omniscient point of view _____ 1. The thicket where Ralph hid from the savages _____ 2. A fight between two or more characters, or between a character and the force of nature _____ 3. Objects, settings, characters, etc. that represent ideas _____ 4. Jack and Ralph's fight for the headquarters _____ 5. The series of related events that make up a story _____
6. The main character in a literary work _____ 7. Ralph's indecision as to whether or not to hunt _____ 8. A type of narrator who is not a character and can relate the thoughts of all characters. _____ 9. Roger represents the thirst for blood and brutality at its most extreme end. _____ 10. A character in a literary work that deceives, frustrates or works against the principal. _____ 11. The highest point in the action of history; the turning point in the central conflict _____ 12. The platform
where meetings were originally held Matching Characters and Details (2 points each) The Terms can be used more than once or not at all. Asthma Beast Castle Rock Conch Flies Jack Littluns Piggy Pilot Ralph Roger Simon Samneric Pig's head Specs Twister _____ 13. One of the trunks that makes up the mounting seating area _____ 14. Talk to Simon in his hallucination _____ 15. The key to fire _____ 16. Mainly concerned about hunting _____ 17. Officially elected leader of the boys
_____ 18. The reason Piggy can't swim, run or collect firewood _____ 19. Where Jack and the savages are residency after leaving Ralph 20. Reportedly large and snake-like _____ 21. The smallest boys on the island, mostly un nameless _____ 22. 22. within the boys themselves, according to Simon _____ 23. Tangled in a parachute in the mountains _____ 24. It mainly deals with structure and rules; the intellectual of the boys _____ 25. It covers both the head of the sow and the face
of the dead paratrooper _____ 26. It means the beginning of meetings _____ 27. Captured and tortured by Jack's savages and forced to watch Castle Rock _____ 28. He becomes the Lord of The Flies (to Simon at least) _____ 29. Give the holder the authority to speak _____ 30. Throw stones at Henry as he plays on Novel Quizzes Beach (2 points each) Respond to the following briefly but completely. 31. How do kids get to the island? 32. Which character do you like best? Why? 33.
Why do kids need a fire? 34. Who (we can assume) is the first child to die? 35. Why can't Jack make the pig stay in his spear? 36. What is your favorite literary element? Why? 37. Who does Piggy say is afraid of? 38. What's wrong with the paratrooper? 39. How does Piggy die? 40. Did you like reading this book? Why or why not? Answer ONE of the following options in a fully developed paragraph. You must indicate your thesis (theme phrase) and the novel title in a topic sentence and
support it using details and examples of the story. Use the bottom and back of this page. The Lord of the Flies is an allegorical tale in which symbols abound. Choose one of the following options and explain their meaning and use as a symbol in the novel: the conch, the glasses, the beast, the fire, the dancing/singing of the savages or the sea. What do you think is the central conflict of the novel? Describe the conflict in specific terms of the novel and also address its type (internal or
external? man vs. ___?). 1 Lord of the Flies Final Test Review 2 Main Characters Ralph: Jack: Simon: Piggy: Roger:leader of society/wild civilization, hunter, rules with deep thinker scare tactics, Kind to all, logical sensitive, intelligent, (how does he die??) evil, satanic 3 main symbols Conch: Fire: Face painting: Scar: Order, democracy, authority, ability to speak hope, desire to be rescued savagery, bad interior / wild within children, mask to hide behind destruction-where the plane
crashed 4 plot questions to consider / Why discuss is Ralph chosen as the leader of the tribe? Who has the slightest respect for the conch? Identify the littlun with the birthmark of the mulberry. What's the difference between Ralph's response and Jack's response when the boys first talk about a beast? What is the difference in your approach to treating littluns? Who is the character who realizes that the beast is really evil of the boys? 5 Main Topics Man is inherently evil: Think about how
fear within kids starts to take control Think about how most kids start acting like wild problems in society attributed to problems in people: Think about the problems they encounter How is it similar to people's problems to the problems of society 6 Main topics cont. Power of fear, especially the unknown Who/What are the kids afraid of what makes them become this? Civilization vs. Savagery Identify both sides 7 Characterization Being able to read a quote/passage and understand what
is being revealed about a character. 1. What does the following quote about Jack reveal? I've got the conch. Ralph thinks they're cowards, running away from the boar and the beast. And that's not all. pg 126 2. Read the following quote: We don't have a fire on the mountain. But what's wrong with a fire down here? You could build a fire on those rocks. In the sand, even. We'd smoke the same way. In this quote, how is Piggy indirectly characterized? 8 Direct Characterization: Specifically
tells the reader the qualities of a character. blond hair - Ralph is blond. Indirect: clues about who the person is based on how he acts or what others say about him Shut up, Fatty! - Jack is bossy/half Council: Use what you already know about the character to help you choose a logical answer 9 Identify the Simil Figurative Language, Metaphor, PersonificationThe squirrel jumped on the wings of the wind and clung to another tree standing, eating down. The beach between the palm
terrace and the water was a thin stick. The sandy edge of the pool looms like a hillside. *Be prepared to explain why figurative-thinking language is used beyond image 10 Take your review sheet home and STUDY please please
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